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Exchange Operations
▪ The Exchange operates Washington Healthplanfinder, a single
integrated online portal to apply and shop for MAGI Medicaid (1.5
million) and commercial individual market coverage (200,000)
▪ Quasi-governmental organization with ~135 staff reporting to bipartisan board. Close coordination with Insurance Commissioner
and Medicaid agency
▪ $60 Million operating budget from carrier assessments and
Medicaid
▪ Washington Healthplanfinder offers Washington state residents:
▪ Tax credits or financial help to pay for co-pays and premiums
▪ Local customer support – state-wide Navigator and Broker enrollment
assistance programs, Spokane Call Center

▪ 1 in 4 WA residents use Healthplanfinder to obtain medical and
dental coverage
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Health Coverage in Washington

Roughly 400,000 WA
residents remain
uninsured

Office of Financial Management
Forecasting & Research Division
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Enrollment Through Washington Healthplanfinder
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7 Carriers Currently Participate in Exchange Market

Source: HBE Health Coverage Enrollment Report, Spring 2019, available at:
https://www.wahbexchange.org/about-the-exchange/reports-data/enrollment-reports-data/
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Market Challenges: Instability
Federal Action
Limit open enrollment period
and reduce ACA marketing

WA Proposed or Final Response
State response: Extend Open Enrollment and use
state funding for marketing

Cost-sharing reduction (CSR)
payments to carriers terminated
Expanding short-term limited
duration (STLD) insurance policies

State response: Allow carriers to build cost of CSR’s
into silver plan premiums
State response: OIC rules to limit STLD medical
plans to 3 months. Minimum standards set.

Zeroing out of individual
mandate penalty

State mandate proposed in 2018 and 2019 session
– not successful

Discontinuation of federal
reinsurance program
Expand association health plans

State reinsurance program proposed in 2018 session

Allow use of HRA to pay for
individual health plans

- Not successful based on financing

OIC emergency rules and WA in multi-state legal
challenge.
Under review.

Repeal non-discrimination rule

Existing WA State law does not allow discrimination
based on gender identity.

Public Charge Rule and Presidential
Proclamation

WA leads multi-state legal challenge.

(Section 1557)
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Affordability at Risk
Significant Premium Increases for Non-Subsidized

• Nearly 60k Enrollees in Plan with >$9k Deductible
• 37% of consumers who dropped coverage reported that it didn’t meet their budget
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Public Option
Cascade Care (Chap. 364, Laws of 2019)
Response to rising premiums and deductibles and declining
enrollment in the individual market and failure to enact reinsurance
▪ Standard Plans: Goal to make care more accessible by lowering
deductibles, making cost-sharing more transparent, and providing
more services before the deductible.
▪ Public Option Plans: Goal to make more affordable (lower
premium) options available across the state, that also include
additional quality and value requirements
▪ Subsidy Study: Goal to develop and submit a plan for
implementing premium subsidies through Exchange for
individuals up to 500% FPL (report due Nov. 15, 2020)
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Three Different Types of Health Plans in the Exchange in 2021:
Non-Standard Plans, Standard Plans, and Public Option Plans
Non-Standard
Plans

Standard Plans

Public Option Plans

Offered through the Exchange and eligible for federal tax subsidies

✓

✓

✓

Subject to full regulatory review by OIC, including network adequacy and rate
review requirements

✓

✓

✓

Adheres to 19 Exchange certification criteria for QHPs

✓

✓

✓

Meets federal actuarial value requirements for metal levels

✓

✓

✓

Includes Essential Health Benefits

✓

✓

✓

Uses plan design with deductibles, co-pays, and co-insurance amounts set by
Exchange for each metal level (bronze, silver, gold)

✓

✓

Some services guaranteed to be available before the deductible

✓

✓

Allows consumers to easily compare plans based on premium, network,
quality, and customer service

✓

✓

(Standard Plans Plus)

Procured by HCA (Could result in one or more plans per county)

✓

Required to incorporate Bree Collaborative and Health Technology Assessment
program recommendations

✓

Caps aggregate provider reimbursement at 160% of Medicare

✓

Subject to a floor on reimbursement for primary care services (135% of
Medicare) and reimbursement of rural hospitals (101% of cost)

✓

Requires carriers to offer a bronze plan (in addition to silver and gold)

✓

Carriers required to offer to participate in the Exchange

✓
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Public Option Details:
Reimbursement Rate Requirements
▪ Public Option plans will be private health plans that are
selected by state agency and then listed on the Exchange
▪ Carrier and provider participation is voluntary

▪ Carriers must meet additional requirements focused on
increasing quality and value
▪ Provider reimbursement rates are tied to Medicare rates,
expected to lower premiums
▪ Aggregate Cap: Total amount carrier reimburses providers and facilities
cannot exceed 160% of Medicare
▪ Primary Care Physician Floor: Reimbursement for primary care services
(defined by HCA) may not be less than 135% of Medicare
▪ Rural Floor: Reimbursement for services provided by rural hospitals
(critical access hospitals or sole community hospitals) may not be less
than 101% of Medicare (allowable costs)
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Preliminary Analysis Attributes
WA-APCD medical claims for WAHBE members in 2016 were
$752,352,778 total allowed amounts (including pharmacy).
The analysis linked to publicly available Medicare fee for service
schedules for professional, inpatient, and outpatient services
using the WA state modifier where applicable.
The analysis linked 46% of total WAHBE spend in the following:
▪ 3,964 inpatient stays (279 MS-DRGs)
▪ 118,856 outpatient hospital facility services (200 APCs)

▪ 951,282 professional medical services (3,871 CPTs)
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Overview of APCDs in WA
The WA-APCD was established in
2015 by the WA Legislature to
increase quality and effectiveness of
health care delivered in WA.
Managed by a WA state agency.
This database includes required
participants:
▪ Commercial market
▪ Medicaid
▪ Medicare
▪ L&I

▪ PEBB
▪ Individual Market

WA Health Alliance APCD was formed
in 2004. The purpose was to stem
rising cost of care, reduce the misuse
of care and improve quality, rather
than cut benefits or shift costs to
employees (initial focus on King
County).
This database includes voluntary
participants:
• Commercial market (inc. Selffunded)
• Medicaid
• PEBB

Historical claims data from 1/1/14
Historical claims data from 2004 for
earliest participants.

Reimbursement Rate Analysis
▪ Leveraged early access to WA APCD; compared data to Medicare fee
schedule and preliminary findings from other major state purchasers
Population

Annual Spend

Ratio to
Medicare

Exchange-Ind. Mkt

166K

$752M

174%

Public Emp-UMP only

182K

$1B

163%

Workers Compensation

152K

$545M

156%

Medicaid

1.6M

$7.4B

68%

WA State Program - 2016

Note: findings are preliminary and agency methods varied

▪ HBE estimated that a 150% of Medicare cap on non-drug medical spend
would reduce premiums 5-10%

▪ Milliman study (commissioned by Association of Washington Health Plans)
estimated that a 100% of Medicare cap would reduce premiums 20% - 35%
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Reimbursement Rate Analysis
WA commercial
reimbursement is 140% to
190% for professional and
200% to 350% for facility,
with Individual market
estimated lower. AWHP
Milliman Report.

Note: HBE estimated carrier
variation by comparing carriers
public rate submission files,
normalized to the APCD medical
cost aggregate
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Sample WAHBE Inpatient Services Comparison
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Sample WAHBE Outpatient Services Comparison
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Sample WAHBE Professional Services Comparison
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Public Option Implementation Challenges
Defining benchmark
calculation (160%)

Carrier participation

Provider
participation/network
adequacy

Premium impact

Ongoing federal and
regulatory activity and
impact on consumers
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Questions?
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Appendix

How the Exchange plans to Use APCD
1.

2.

Exchange v. other markets
a)

How does the risk profile of the on-Exchange market compare to the
off-Exchange market and other relevant markets?

b)

What are the monthly and yearly claims costs (PMPM), and how do
they compare across market segments?

Variability within the Exchange Market
a. Is the market at risk in certain geographic regions due to high claims
(examining both utilization and the price of services)?

3.

Longitudinal Analysis of Exchange Enrollees/Examining
Continuity of Coverage
a) Where do Exchange enrollees come from? Where do they go? When
are they leaving?
b) Does utilization vary as individuals move into and out of the
Exchange/individual market?
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Sample Utilization Findings (2017)
▪ About 171,500 Enrollees with $615 Million in spend
▪ 72% of Enrollees had claim costs under $1,500
▪ Includes ~46,000 or 27% of Enrollees with no claims

▪ 5% of QHP enrollees accounted for 72% of total medical claim
costs
▪ Equals ~12,500 enrollees with median claim cost of ~$19,000

▪ Utilization and rates vary significantly by geographic region
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2020 Exchange QHPs - Metal Level Overview
9 QHP Issuers | 66 QHPs

Gold

Silver

Bronze

Catastrophic

76%-82% AV

66%-72% AV

56%-65% AV

Only through the Exchange

CSRs available

• 9 Issuers
• 15 Plans

• 9 Issuers
• 21 Plans

Under age 30 or hardship

No tax credits

• 9 Issuers
• 26 Plans

• 4 Issuers
• 4 Plans
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Deductibles for 2020
2019

2020

Deductible Range

$0 - $2,925

$0 - $2,925

Median Deductible

$1,175

$1,200

Deductible Range

$2,000 - $7,150

$2,000 - $7,500

Median Deductible

$4,500

$4,750

Deductible Range

$4,750 - $6,500

$5,000 - $7,000

Median Deductible

$5,600

$6,350

GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE

Deductibles shown are for an individual.
Silver deductibles presented in this graph are for a standard silver plan (no cost sharing reductions).
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